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“On an Aporetic Poetics of Relation” develops an elegant narrative arc about an understudied corpus of modernist Iranian literary and cinematic texts. Faridi argues for an Iranian “poetics that resists appropriation to modern discourses of national and linguistic identity and in this resistance produces the possibility for new forms of political relationality beyond the politics of modern sovereign subject.” Substantiated by a prodigious amount of archival research, the dissertation dialogues with Édouard Glissant’s interventions to map a non-teleological poetics of relation centering on four interconnected representative figures. Underscoring the intertextuality between Nima Yushij’s poetry and poetry and films of Forugh Farrokhzad, the study simultaneously attends to a transnational poetics of relation in remarkable comparatist readings. Faridi deftly draws out the resonances of Paul Éluard in the poetry of poet-filmmaker Férydoun Rahnéma who himself introduces contemporary French poetry to Ahmad Shamlou, the latter’s translations of Langston Hughes and Federico García Lorca in turn completing the circuit of transnational influence Faridi traces. The study’s philological commentary on Persian keywords is as rigorous as its inquiry into the migration of tropes between the media of poetry and film. This is a richly compelling contribution to comparatist global modernism studies.